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FOREWORD 
.The authcrs wish to acknow!edge the support received from both government and contract per- 
sonnel associated with the Landsa t-4 program. Constructive discussions and useful data have been 
provided by both W. Webb and J. Bala of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA). Outside contractor support was provided by L. Beuhler from Operations Research, In- 
corporated, and by J. Dietz and P. Mallerbe from the General Electric corporation. 
Many general references to the Landsat program iue available to the public. Relevant information 
and data from these references have been extracted for incorporation : - t ,  this document. It is 
hoped that this will broaden the circulation of critical information crur',zd in these documents. 
Of particular interest are four publications, two by the Hughes Aircraft Company and two by the 
General Electric Corporation. The titles of these documents are (1) "Multispectral Scanner, Final 
Report," HS-248-0010-0867, Hughes Aircraft Company (Mcrch 1982); (2) "MSS Protoflight Radio- 
metric Calibration and Alignment Handbook," HS-248-1379, Hughes Aircraft Company (July 
198 1 ); (3) "Landsat-D MSS Baseline Test Prccedure," ITP-LD-3 1 1, General Electric Corporation 
(September 198 1 ); and (4) "XSS Standard Interface Document." GE-BO-78434, General Electric 
Corporation (July 1978). 
These documents contain explicit information pertaining to sensor a d  spacecraft level tests and 
their results. In addition, the document "Landsat-4 to Ground Station Interface Description," 
Revision 5. GSFC 435-D-400 (August 1982), has been referenced where appropriate. Data and 
other technical memoranda accessed include both NASA publications and presentatio:~ material 
used in May 1982 at the first Landsat-4 users' conference. 
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The purpose of Uus document is to describe the radiometric calibration procedures for the Land- 
s a t4  Multispectral Scanner (MSS) subsystem. The topics cofered are as follows: 
Instrument Description 
MSS Spectral Characteiization 
Relaunch MSS Radiometric Calibration 
Postlaunch MSS Radiometric Processing 
Exaniples of Current Data Resident on the MSS Inage Processing System (MIPS) 
The objective of the radiometric calibration is to relate vie-20 digital levels on computer compatitle 
tapes (CCT's) to radiance into the sensor. To achieve this, the sensor must be calibrated with respect 
to a radiance source. The scanner subsystem includes such an internal radiance source (lamps). 
The basic function of the internal calibration system is to provide repetitive sets of voltages (digital 
counts) for each ietector for known input radiance levels. The digital values and their correspond- 
ing radiance levels are assumed to be related through a linear equation. 
The radiance levels the internal source are established by calibrating it with respect to known 
standard reference levels. Such a source is provided by the NASA 76sm (30-inch) integrating 
sphere. During prelaunch calibration, the MSS is used as a transfer device between the integrating 
sphere and the internal lamp. The known radiance values from thc integrating sphere and their 
corresponding digital counts for the detector outputs are used to e5tablish each detector's linear 
transformation. This transformation is used in a subsequent step to obtain the radiance levels of the 
internal lamp. 
The MSS instrument has six detectors for each band. The detectors for any given band may have 
different responses to different input radiances. Some detectors saturate at different input radiance 
OrPlGlNAL PAGE 13 
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levels; others can register zero digital values corresponding to different low-input radiances. This 
causes striping in the MSS image. It is therefore necessary to map the responses of all six detec- 
tors of a given band to a commoxl calibration curve. This results in one single stnight line in the 
radiance-digital count plane for each band as shown below: 
The radiance value corresponding to a digital count Vc (on the CCT) resulting from the above 
straight line relationship is given by 
where R, is the saturation radiance that results in maximum digital count Vmax (typically = 137) 
and Rm, is the lower cutoff radiance resulting in zero digital value. For Landsat 4, the most current 
values of R, and Rmi, am given as follows: 
Band 
-
During prelaunch calibration analysis, linear regression coefficients arc derived that relate the gain 
and offset of a detector to radiance levels of the internd I m p .  These coefficients are used during 
postlaunch radiometric processing. Using these coefficients and data collected from the internal 
lamp during tlifit operation (often in conjunction with scene content data), Qgital counts versus 
radiance c w e s  for ezch detector are once again generated. The final result is a Radiometric Lookup 
Table (RLUTI that allows a radiance value to  be assigned t c  each detector reading. In addition, all 
detectors of a p e n  band art again mapped to  a common calibration curve, and .I new equation 
identical with equation (1-1) is obtained with new values of Rmax and R,,. 
1.2 DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION 
Section 2 describes the MSS instrument. m d  Section 3 summarizes the spectnl chancteristics of 
the MSS. Section 4 introduces the reader to  the prelaunch calibration procedures. Section 5 
discusses postlaunch radiometric processing. Section 6 presents examples of current data resident 
on MIPS. 
SECTION 2 
LANDSAT -1 hISS SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The MSS is familiar to most uscn of wnlotcly sensed, digitally ptocessed in~agc data. Tlie following 
instrument description will illustrate the scanner optics cont"tguraticn. tlrc clectrcwptics s,>iitigur~- 
tion, and major performance issues relevant to  the Landsat-4 MSS. 
The MSS IS J scanner optic system capable of gcner~ting Earth imagery in four spectral bands. Data 
sn @thered by either phototubes or photodiode. multiplexed. and then tnnsmittcd to an Earth 
station. Images gcncmted cover 185 km on a side. The ground-pmcessinp systenl srtitidally frames 
th3: data by using the world reference system set of scene centen established by NASA. 
2.1 SCANNER OPTlCS FOR MSS 
The scanner optic system is specially designed to ensure contiguous coverage for each hand of 
i:napry. Data are acquiwd when sunlight retlcctcd i n ~ m  the E~r th ' s  surface impinges on an cxciilat- 
iiig frat mirror that retiirects the Earth image into a Fb tch~y~hre t i en - type  Ca~cgraini3n telescope. as 
shown ~i Figure 2-1. The minor oscillation sweeps the Earth Image ncrcw the fwal ~ I I I I C  of the 
trlcscopr., at  which pomt a fiber optic bundle rcce ..cs the light and trarlsn~its data for each S C R S O ~  
to its mspcctive phototube or photodiode. Bonds 1. 2.  and 3 each use six niatctrrtt phototubcs f ~ ~ r  
detection; bond 4 consists of six matched silicon phot~hiiades. 
The tihcr ortic bundle is prtceded by a rotsting shutter wheel that allows 1niJyc dsta to pass into 
the wflsor .~rriy dunny the west-twast ground t ~ c k  scan direction. ~ ~ t h c n v ~ s e .  tl:t 1111agc data 3 r ~  
obscured. Dunng r t t r ~ c e  niot~on of alternate Scatis. light from 3 ialr\vat~c>n I;imp 111rp1ngth.s on tllr 
sensor system. 
Light frcm the calihntlon lump passes i h r ~ u g h  s p ~ d c d  ~tcnsrty filter beft~n: rczript b!: tlrc t;wal 
plane tjbcr optic a n y .  Dunnp ground prcxealnp, si\ Iltrrqalc c.altbt.\t~on \\r.tigc ti;~t.~ wonts .lrr uscd 





























































































video and calibration data is shown in Figure 2-2. The lower segment of this figure contains a repre- 
sentation of the klative position of the shutter wheel during video data and calibration data acquisi- 
. C .  
I '  
tion activities. 
2.2 DETECTORS AND ELECTRONICS 
Bands 1 through 3 use photomu1fip:ier t ~ b e s  (PMT's) as detectors; band 4 uses silicon photodiodes. 
The analog video outputs of each detector are sampled by the multiplexer during the west-toeast 
portion of the miiror scan. The video outputs from each detector are sampled, commutated, and 
multiplexed into a pulse amplitude modulated (PAM) data stream. The commutated samples of 
video are either transmitted directly to the analog-todigital (AID) converter for encoding or, for 
bands 1 through 3, directed to a logarithmic signal compression/amplifier and then t o  the encoder. 
This selection is made by ground commaqd. The signal comjjression mode is normally used for bands 
1 through 3; no signal compression is performed on band 4. 
Com~ression is applied for the phototube signal to make t quantization noise m ~ t c h  the 4~ -ctor 
noise. Band-4 noise nearly matches the quantization noise in the linear mode of ope1.n 
A high-gain mode is also selectable by gound command. In thls mode, a gain of 3 is applied to 
bands 1 and 2 (only) before A/D conversion. This allows use of the large dynamic range of these 
detectors. Light reflected from the surface of the Earth is the input radiance to the scan assembly. 
The video signal for each detector is a voltagt: that corresponds to this input radiance. In order to 
get back the values of input radiances f ron the voltage, a mathematical transformation is required. 
This transformation relates real-time calibration data to minimum and maximum radiances used in 
ground processing and will be discussed in a subsequent section. 
2.3 SCANNER OPTICS OPERATION 
-- - 
Using the optical configuration previously discussed, the operation of this system must ensure 







































































































































































92C km used for previous Landsats, some special design changes were reqdired to ensure that the 
coverage would meet requirements. This required alteration of the instantaneous field of view 
(IFOV), increase of the cross-track scan angle, and adjustment of the along-track satellite velocity 
to achieve coverage. The IFOV of each detector is 1 17.2 microradians. This subtends an Earth 
square area of 82.7 meters on one side at  the planned mean equatorial orbital altitude of 705 km. 
Field stops are formed for each line imaged during a scan, and for each spectral band, by the square 
input end of an optical fiber Six of these fibers in each of four bands are arranged in a 4 by 6 
matrix b the exit focal p1ar.e of the telescope. 
As the flat mirror oscillates, it scans cross-track swaths of 185 kilometers. The lower satellite alti- 
tude required that the maximum amplitude of the mirror oscillation be increased to f 3.75' from 
its nominal position to accommodate this requirement. Previous Landsats used an 1 1.56' cross- 
track field of view (FOV); Landsat 4 will use a 14.9' angle to achieve this pound coverage. The 
relative position of the shutter wheel during data acquisition is illustrated in Figure 2-2. Note that 
calibrahon data are acquired in alternate mirror sweeps. 
Landsat 4 has been des'ned for a ground-track velocity of 6.52 km/sec. Oscillating the mirror at a 
frequency of 13.62 Hz creates a 73.42-msec active scan and retrace period. The optical axis sub- 
point ;subsatellite point) moves 501 meters along the Earth's surface during this period. The width 
of the FOV of six detectors is also 501 meters. Thus, complete nonredundant coverage of the 
ground is obtained. The line swept by the first detector in on\: mirror sweep lies adjacent to the line 
scanned by the sixth aetector of the previous mirror sweep. 
2.4 MISSlON ACQUISITIONS 
A schematic of Landsat data acquisitions is presented in Figure 2-3. Each Landsat satellite has been 
placed in a circular Sunsynchronow orbit. T'his means that the orbit precesses in inerti -1 space at 
the same rate at which the Earth moves around the Sun. Past orbital dynamics for Landsat have re- 
sulted in the daily coverage of adjacent paths on adjacent orbits with the repeat coverage of any 














































































































































































Landsat 4 will differ slightly from this scheme because of its reduced altitude and angle of insertion. 
The result will be that adjacent orbits will not be covered on the same day as was done for Landsas 
1,2,  and 3.- For example, for previous L a n h t s ,  if orbits 1, 2, and 3 would be covered on day 1, 
then orbits 15, 16, and 17 would be returned on day 2, since on any one day the satellite made 14 
revolutions of the Earth. This allowed duplicate coverage on sequential days for images with suf- 
ficiently large scene center latitudes. 
The Landsat 4 coverage pattern represents a departure from t h  scheme because of the orbital 
characteristics designed for the system. These characteristics (Figure 2-4) illustrate that there 
will be 14-91 16 orbits per day and adjacent paths will be covered either 7 or 9 days after coverage 
of the primary path. This difference should be kept in mind by a l l  users. 
2.5 COMPARISON OF LAiDSAT 4 WITH PREVIOUS LANDSAT'S 
The optical system for Landsat 4 was altered slightly, by design, to accommodate the desired cross- 
track coverage for the MSS. Other changes were also introduced that have been itemized by the 
document generated by the Hughes Aircraft Company (1982A). Table 2-1 contains a summary of 
some of these differences. Differences pertaining to vibntion. mass properties, acceleration toier- 
ance, power distribution, the new command system interface, and the telemetry interface are 
described in detail in this Hughes report and will not be referenced further in this document because 
of lack cf applicability to calibration. 
2.6 COMPARISON OF UNIT TEST DATA WITH CE THERMAL VACUUM DATA 
Direct comparisons of the Hughes and General Electric (GE) tests are not possible because of the 
difference in sequence between tests, the difference between reasons for tests, and the difference in 
configuration (i-e., unit tests versus total integrated system tesS). One direct comparison is possible 
in the context of ensuring that no significant deviations occur. This comparison uses the sensor gain 
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that the Hughes test data reside on  the upper portion of the page and the CE data on the lower 
portion o f  the page. These results are presented in detail in Appendix A. 
SErnON 3 
MSS SPE-RAL CHARACTERIZATION 
3.1 OBJECTIVE 
This section summarizes the MSS spectral characterization work performed by Markham and Barker 
(1 98 1 ). Their paper contains relative spectral response data for the Landsat-4 generation of Multi- 
spectral Scanners (MSS's). Reference is made to the protoflight (PF) and flight (F) models through- 
out their tables of data. m e  PF model is currently in orbit as the Landsat-4 MSS sensor system. 
The F model is to be used in the future. The reader should therefore associate PF data with current 
capabilities and F data witk future applications. In this paper, a comparison was made between 
simulated radiometric response for Landsit 4 and equivalent data for Landsats 1, 2, and 3. 
Channel-bychannel (six channels per band) outputs for soil and soybean targets were simulated 
and compared within each band and between scanners. The primary objective of their study was to 
make available to the Landsat user community data on the spectral characteristics of these two sen- 
son. including a characterization of the variabhy within and differences between the two new 
sensor systems. These data can be used by individual investigators to assess MSS data utility for 
each unique application. A second objective was to provide, through simulation, an estimate of the 
potential contribution of spectral differences between channels to within-band striping, often 
referred to as "spectral striping." This should not be confused with radiometric striping, which is 
due to gain or offset differences between channels within a band. Since spectnl striping cannot be 
removed by uniform radiometric calibration, it represents a fundamental limit to the ability to 
remove banding. 
Subsection 3.2 describes procedures used in this spectnl analysis; subsection 3.3 presents some 
results obtained by Markham and Barker; subsection 3.4 compares Landsat-4 data with those from 
Landsats 1, 2, and 3 ;  and subsection 3.5 presents some concluding remarks resulting from this com- 
parison. 
3.2 PROCEDURE 
Xelative spectral response (RSR) curves for each channel of the Landsat-4 series MSS's (Hughes, 
1980, 198 1 a, and 198 1 b), as well as the MSS's on Landsat 1, Landsat 2 (Norwood er al., 1972), 
and Landsat 3 (Fekel et al., 1977), were digitized at 10-nm intervals for bands I, 2, and 3 and at 
20-nm intervals for band 4. Data acquired in 198 1 for the current MSS were used for this charac- 
terization. 
From the digitized curves, the following attributes were computed: 
Lower bandedge (50 percent relative response point) 
Upper bandedge (50 percent relative response point) 
Lower edge slope interval (width between lower 5 and 50 percent response points) 
Upper edge slope interval (width between upper 5 and 50 percent response points) 
Spectral flatness (maximum positive and negative deviation from mean response in central 
70 percent of nominal bandpass) 
These five characteristics weie considered appropriate to characterize the overall relative spectral 
response. In addition, bandwidth (bandedge to bandedge) was calculated. For each band, the band 
mean (the average value of the characteristic for the six channels in the band) and the band standard 
deviation were also calculated. 
3.3 RESULTS 
Data obtained by Markham and Barker are included for the protoflight MSS system, with the 
authors' permission. Figure 3-1 shows the resultant output for one sensor of band 1. Table 3-1 
gives measured channel-by-channel responses for the Landsat-4 system. Tables 3-2 through 3-6 
prescnt data from which a comparison with other MSS sensors can be made. 
3.4 COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS LANDSATS 
Both protoflight and flight MSS systums were studied. The speztral characterization results pre- 
sented in Tables 3-2 through 3 6  are summarized as follows: 
70% OF NOMINAL BANDPASS / (FOR CALCULATING SPECTRAL I 
4M) 400 530 570 610 660 570 61 0 650 
WAVELENGTH, h (NM) 
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Band 1 : No outliers, relative spectral responses meet all filter specifications except flatness 
(Table 3-2). 
Band 2 : PF channel 7 upper bandedge is 12 nm higher than the avenge of the other PF chan- 
nels and is rejectable as an outlier; responses meet all filter specifications except flat- 
ness (Table 3-3). 
Band 3 : Plo outliers, all channeb are slightly wide (2 to 4 nm) to the long wavelength side, 
otherwise responses meet filter specifications. 
Band 4: No outliers, but upper bandedge varies by as much as 42 nm, resulting in width varia- 
tions of LP to 20 percent: system -spohre upper half-power points below filter specifi- 
cations due to silicon photodiode detector response; and response flatness consider- 
ably below filter specifications (Table 3-5). 
3.5 CONSILUSIONS 
The two Landsat-4 scanners are nearly identkal in mean spectral response; however, some dif- 
ference from previous MSS systems was found. Principal difftrences between the spectrd re- 
sponses of the Landsat-4 scanners and previous systems are itemized as follows: 
A mean upper bandedge in the p e n  band of 606 nm was observed for Landsat 4 3s 
compared with previous means of 593 to 598 nm. 
An average upper bandedge of 697 nm in the red band was observed for Landsat 4 as 
compared with previous averages of 7 0  1 to 7 10 rui. 
An average bandpass for the first near-infrared band of 702 to 8 14 nm was found for 
Landsat 4 compared with a range of 493 to 793 nm to 697 to 802 nm for previous 
scanners. 
These differences resulted in the simulated Landsat-4 scahner outputs being 3 to 10 percent lower 
in the red band and 3 to 1 1 percent higher in the first near-infrared band than previous scanners 
when viewing a soybear. target. atherwise, outputs from soil and soybean targets were littie 
~offccted. n c  Lsndat-4 scanncn pncnily appear to be more uniform in both chmnci-twhanml 
and band-to-band wqwnscs than previous scanners. 
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, PRELAUNCH MSS SENSOR RADIOMETRIC CHAh UXERIZATION 
This section in?roduces the reader to the calibration p rocedm perfarmed on the Landsal-4 MSS 
instrument during prelaunch activities. 
Radiometric calibration converts output voltage from the MSS photodetecton into digital vali*rs 
that npnsent input radiance. This is accomplished by using the voltage-radiance charact-iristics of 
each detector. Detector chuacteristics are-rno~torcd and updated using an internal calibration sys- 
tem. The MSS internal calibration system consists of a wedge density filter between a calibration 
lamp and the detectors. 'fhe internal calibration lamp, which is used as a reference, is calibrated 
prelaunch using a GSFC 76cm intcgating sphere. This integrating sphere is the primary standaid 
for the radiometric ulibration of the MSS. The objective of the prelaunch MSS radiometric calibra- 
tion using this sphere is to establish the reference light levels of the internal calibrator I m p  for all 
channeis (detecton) in the four bands. 
Then art several radiance levels (illumination intensities) associated with the integrating sphere, 
which ccrresponds to difierent numbers of lamps, that are turned on w i h n  it. In a typical calibra- 
tion experiment in the laboratory, the MSS is exposed to different intensities (radiances) from the 
sphere. For each outprit radiance level, Rj, c; the integrating sphere, the MSS registers a digital count, 
Vj, that is obtained as an average over several mirror sweeps. During retrace motion of alternate s a n s  
(Figure 4-1). the shutter wheel within the scan minor assembly is used to tnnsmit light from tile 
internal lamp through a graded density fdter. This produces a wedge-shaped signal from the inte~;ial 
lamp. Bec~use of hysteresis effects, detector readings for any given word location on the wedge will 
be different, corresponding to different radiance levels from the integnting sphere. Figure 4-2 con- 
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for different integrating sphere radiance levels, j, may change due to hysteresis. Similarly, the digital 
readings Vj for the sphere radiance levels Rj are also affected by hysteresis. 
During calibration analysis in the laboratory, corrections to hysteresis effects are made to Vj's to 
obtain adjusted, digital values. VA,, for each radiance level Rj. A linear transformation between 
V+ and R, is then assumed. Using the coefficients of this transformation (which are evaluated), 
the radiance, 5,  at the internal lamp wedge word locations is calculated. Radiance values corre- 
sponding to six preselected word locations on this wedge are then used to compute the gain and off- 
set of the detector. Details of this procedure are presented as six distinct steps in the following 
section. 
4.2 CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 
The entire calibration process involves the following steps for each detector of each band. 
STEP 1 : Determixation of Equivalent Radiance of the Integrating Cphere 
-
The integrating sphere was calibrated at CSFC using a -gating spectroradiometer, by comparing the 
output from the sphere with that of .i standard of spectral imdiance (Reference HS 248-5660-3-1 ). 
The Integrating sphere uses tung:en lamps that are not spectrally flat. The equivalent spectraliy 
flat radiance of the integratingspi~ere must therefore be determined independently for each detector 
within a band. The equivalent ipectrally flat ndiance of the integrating sphere for any detector is 
determined from 
i when 
Rlk = equivalent spectrally flat emittance for internling sphere level j (mWlcml sr) for 
detector k 
BW, = bandwidth of detector k at  50 percent of peak value 
RW, = spectral radiant emittann of the integrating sphere for level j (mW/cm2 p sr). A 
plot of RW, Venus wavelength is shorn  in Figure 4-3. 
RSR, = relative spectra) response of detector k (dimensionless) 
STEP 2: Selection of Calibration Wedge Words for Each Band 
During the retrace interval of alternate scans, a shutter wheel closes off the optical system's view 
of the scene. At this time, light from an internal lamp is projected into the sensor through a graded 
density fitter that resides on the shutter wheel. This produces a unique wedge-shaped video data 
stream at each detector. Thc: detector responses at six word locations on this cdibrat~on wedge 
are selected to represent sample video data from the internal lamp. These word counts are refer- 
enced to the first sample on the leading edge greater than level 32 (see Figure 4-4). The particular 
word locations are selected on the basis of the following factors: 
Temperatwe Effects-Detector gains and offset are a function of temperature. 
Detector Aging-Previous detectors have experienced long-term drift effects, particularly 
for Landsat 1 , channel 13. 
Hysteresis-Detector gain changes as a function of incident ndiance. 
Vacuum-Detector gain and offset shift somewhat when the SlSS is introduced to the 
vacuum conditions of space. 
STEP 3 : Adjustment of Integrating Sphere Video Levels 
As the system is run through a sequence of radiance levels Ri from the sphere. avenge video 
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compensate for the effects of detector hystensis. If Q,, is the calibration wedge digital count for 
the ith calibration word location, corresponding to  the jth radiance ievel f v m  the sphere, then 
is the avenge wedge digital count for wedge word location i. Assuming a linear relationship between 
$ and Qlj. 
q , = . , + b , Q  (4-3) 
It should be noted that GE used 14 word locations (i = 1 . . . 14) on the internal lamp wedge and 9 
radiance levels Ci = 1 . . . 9) from the integrating sphere. 
Summing overall word locations (i) for a given level Cj) produces 
Equation (4.3). when multiplied by 8 and summed over i, yields 
Equations (44) and (4-5) are solved simultaneously for aj and bj. 
This produces 
and 
It should he noted that since the cortlicients a, md bj connect individual QU's with the a v m p  
8. b, should he near unity m d  4 should Be very small. The coetlicirnts a, and hl can now he used 
to  adjust the i n t c r d t i y  sphere video ltilpt~l mlucs \', to currctct for hystcrrsis ctTects. 
STEP 4: Equivalent Radisnce [R,) Values at  Wedge iV01-d Locations 
.Assume that Y linear relationstup ssists between scljusted video diiilptsl count V'\I and r11e corn-  
spor~dinp r~diancc level RI of the sphere. Or. 
The values p mJ 11 rrc solved by a least-squrrrs tit (ss he fore lor a, i~nd b, ) of the datr sequence 
over j. .4ssununp that thcsc detector transfer coefficients appl:i to the calibration lamp, an equiva- 
lent c'atibr~tion lvn~p ndiance can he calcu1ated for each of I4  wedgt-word location i from 
STEP 5 cdibt;lt~on c.ocffit-icnts C, ~ n d  Dl 
- - - -  -p 
From the 14 radiance values co~nputcd in equstivn (4-10). six r~tir incc values corrcsponding to prc- 
notisly pmcnbcd word Ioc'stions arc chosen. atld a new linear relationsl~ip 1s assur~led bctwcsn 
these n z  rlciiancc v31\1es dnd the comsponJing average ucdgc Jigtd counts G, 
where 
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~ = ( I + B S  
.b the pffset 
is the gain 
where 
These are the calibration coefficients. 
It should be noted that all the foregoing computations are performed t 9  produce six C,'s and Di's 
for each channel of every band (Figure 4-5). 
STEP 6 : Sensor Transformation Equation 
Since the six detectors of a given band have different g i n s  and offsets, the detectors may saturate 
at different input radiance levels. Similarly, zero digital values may result at different low-input 
radiance for different detectors. This will cause striping. To elimiqate striping, each detector 
response for the set of six detectors in a band is mapped to a common band calibration curve. To 
achieve this. first identify the detector that saturates first. Let Rmax be the radiance value slightly 
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lower than rhe lowest incident radiance that saturates this detector. Let R, be the radiance 
siightly higher (chosen from experience to be 10 percent higher) than the highest value of input 
ndinnce that produces zero output from one detector. Let VmaX ( t y p i d l y  127 for the 1ogiirithn11- 
cally ,.omprtssed modes for bands 1, 2,  and 3) be the maximum digital count from the detectors 
(after decomprcsslon). Let R be apparent input scene radiance and Vo be the actual obsorved video 
digital cou2t corresponding to R. The-r, the corrected video digital count Vc c o m l  ,lding to in- 
put R is p e n  Sv 
From equation (4-1 1 ), V,, r.nd R arc related by the equation 
Equation (4-1 4) maps a11 six detectors to one straight line defir~ed by the points ( R m h ,  o )  and 




it can be written 
New regression coefficients can be defined as 
< = Ci + RmI. Di 
so that 
These are mcditied regession coefficients used posthunch. 
It should be noted that the scanner subsystem contains two lamps: primary and secondary. Cali- 
bration procedures described are performed for both the lamps. However, during flight opentions, 
the secondary lamp is used only when major problems with the primary lamp are observed. 
For ban& 1 through 3, cornmutated samples of video are normally directed to a logarithmic signal 
compression ampWer and then to the encoder. No signal compression is perforned on band 4. A 
high- mode can ?.!so be applied to band 1 and 2 voltages before analog-to-digital conversion. 
Calibration coefficients, Ci and Di, are therefore obtained for the low-gain compressed mode for 
bands 1 through 3, linear quantized mode for band 4, and high-gain c~mpressed mode for bands 1 
and 2. 
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SECTION S 
POSTUUNCH MSS R..\DIOMETRIC PROc'ESSlNC 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Radiometric comctic!r consists of r pwlrrunch and r paitlaunch purt. in the prclounch p r t .  as 
dcscrihcd in Scctron 4. the rntcnrd cdit  ration larnps arc calibrutcd usins on intcyl"~tiry tylicrv with 
Lnowtr rrdrance vslum. Reyrmrion cwf .is;cnts (Cy and D;) JTC derived that arc i~scrt In cutnputmy 
ycxrlaunch v o l t a s  (diyttsl counts) radiance curve.  Postlaunch mdiolnctric ivuc'r.slrrny involves 
dctcnruluny the video count- r~hancc urves for each detector using the calibration Ianrp data 
either alunr or in conrbinotron ~ r t h  the scene contc:rt data. The tlnal wsult IS J Ra t i r~~ i~e t r i c  
Loohup Trblc (KLLIT) that allows r ndioncc vali~c to  hc assrgncd to cach Jctcctor rsadrng. ('otrt- 
yutiny and apt-lyrny the KLUT vslucs to ptuciucc rtirapry constitute the MSS rsdiomctnc corm.. 
tion. 
The steps ir? v!rc process ar t  shown in Figure 5-1. The detectors arc cxposcd to the rntenial 
caklrrstian latnp every other s \ v ~ c ~ .  Durrt~y cach c~librntron, the itrtcr~ial lanrp r ~ d i r r ~ c c  a nrot!iticd 
by a neutral t!ctrsrty filter producing a vsrtation irour I111 radrance to trtw. :It sir prectrc~ctr calibrs- 
tron wedge word locstrons. the detector output IS sampled. Tlrc distal  cotrtrts cunrbrr\cd wrtlr pw- 
Isutictr regmsrtjtr coeflic.rents deterrrrrne the slope (LC.. gun) atrd b~cs  (offse!) fCr :l litwar detector 
output vcrv~~s rsttiance t t lo t~onshp.  This calihratrtm rs pcrfnrtrlcd for cach seytrlctlt of J scent .rt 3 
time. Ntjtc tll;lt J: pmctrt rt tras h r n  dccrded that cach hISS seetic. wrll be diullitd ltrta four scg- 
tirents for zulitrratrotr yr\rccd;rws. The rtrtcrnsl calibr.rtrori zoirltl be used dtrec.tl\ to irrc\ilir<r 
HLtIT's. However. there wrll be some m r d ~ t a l  cmJr rn the rnternul calrhmtrotr yrrocrd\rrc r t r i r t  \c\ll 
rcsult in residual stfiprlry. An ~tiditional calibmtratr. ret'trrcd to as scene cantctlt or I ~ r s t o ~ r ~ n r  
crlibr~tlcrn. is applrcd tcr ~tirilrovc the HLLIT's. This scetre S C ~ I I I C I I ~  caI11~r;rtrotr n~ettrc\doltlg\ t t ~ l ' f ~ r s  

















































































































































5.2 RADIOMETRIC CORRECTLONS 
During each fonvard scan of the mirror (in-flight), approximately 3000 dbit  samples are taken from 
each detector. In every other scan during the retrace part of the mirror, six calibration wedge values 
(from the internal lamp) for each detector are measured. The detector output for bands 1, 2, and 3 
is normally compressed (logarithmically amplified) before sampling. During ground processing, the 
6-bit digital samples are decompressed to 7 bits (0 to 127) using decompression tables established 
during the prelaunch calibratron. Band 4 is always 6-bit linear and is expanded to 7 bits for display 
during ground processing. 
Radiometric correction is achieved in two steps: (1) radiometric correction using calibration wedge 
data only and (2) radiometric correction using scene con!ent. 
5.2.1 RADIOMETRIC CORRECTION USING CALIBRATION WEDGE DATA 
First, the scenes are divided into either one, two, four, or eight (usually four) image segments per 
scene. For a given segment, each of the six calibration wedge values for each detector is avenged 
over the segment. Using these average values and the prelaunch linear regression coefficients < and 
Di, initial values of the gain G and offset B for each detector are calculated: 
where Ti, is the average value of calibration wedge data. An RLUT that converts output digital 
samples to estimated radiance samples (for an N-level display) is then generated: 
RLUT (i) = (i-1 -B)/G for 1 < i < N 
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and rounded off to the nearest integer. Here N = 127. The lookup table must now be truncated 
for the following reason: It may occur that the detector's saturation output sample value cor .~-  
sponds to a radiance value less than 127. Then, the imagery will appear striped in high-radiance 
areas. Similarly, it may occur that some detector's zero output sample value may correspond to  a 
radiance value greater than zero. In that case, the imagery will appear striped in low-radiance areas. 
To avoid this striping, the lookup table must be truncated to  display the imagery over a common 
radiance range. Some residual striping vnll still remain due t o  nonlinearities, quantization. hystere- 
sis, or calibration source variation, etc. The lookup table can n~ v be adjusted using scene content 
on the following assumption: over a "large enough" segment of the imagexy, each detector statisti- 
cally sees the wme distribution of radiance. 
5.2.2 RADIOMETRIC CORRECTION USING SCENE CONTENT 
For 3 given image segment, the observed statistics of a detector's digital output are contained in 
the sample histogram Vh (i, j). This histogram is the number of occurrences of the digital sample 
(i - 1 )  for the jth detector over the entire image segment. It has been suggested by GE that it is not 
necessary to  use every sample from the detector to  generate this hs tognm.  In a test case with 
Landsat-3 data. GE found that no perfcmnance degradation was noted eve11 for histograms gen- 
erated from as few as every sixteenth sample. This sample reduction for histogram genention has 
obvious benefits for high-speed processing. 
Using the lookup table discussed above (equation (5-3)). an estimated input radiance histogram rh 
(i. j) can be generated for eack detector in a band. The histograms for the detectors are again trun- 
cated to  3 common radiance range. The next step is to compute an average radiance histogam for 
a band from the input radiance histograms of  the six detectors in the band 
To remove striping. tfre following algorithm can be used: 
a. Eqclolization s f  Average and Standard Deviation- In the following. the indexrr I and j will 
be suppressed. remembering that calculations for the new gain and offset refer to an indivi- 
d u d  dete~tor .  J,et 
r = truncated input radiance histogram for the jth detector 
z = average of the six histograms for a band as defined in cqiration ( 5  4) 
Now demand that 
h rsmstcn  g and b are obtained by equating the mean and standard deviation of both sides 
of this equation. Therefore, 
so thut 
Std (2) = d . Std (f' 
b = . + v g \ t )  - g . A v g ( r )  
Here. Avg. V3r. and Std rr\tkr to avt.rdge, v3rianc'tt. and statldard dcv~ation 
5-5 
The calculated values of g and b can now be used to  compute the new gain G' and otTset B' 
tbr the jth detector. The radiance values r corresponding to digital outputs from the jth 
detector are obtained from 
where G and B have been calculated from the calibration wedge data and the regression 
coefficient. CI and Di. Now 
when G' and B' are the scene-adjusted gain and offset for the jth detector given by 
With this new gain and offset, the procedure of deriving a lookup table and obtaining trun- 
cated, estimated input radiance can be iterated. Because of integer lookup-table roundoff 
and common radiance range truncation, the avenge and, standard deviations of the updated 
estimated input ridlance histograms do not generally equal that of the origi: 1 average 
histogram. The destriping can be improved by itentinlj (as shown in the schematic dia- 
gram of Figure 5-2) the scene content correction. 
For illustration purposes, calculation for Avg. Vsr. anti Std for r will now be shown. Let 
r = rh (i. j) = truncated estimated input r~diance for the jth detector 
Then 
sum Cj) = number of pixel samples from the jth dt:tectur 
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sum 0 )  = rh(i , j)  
Avg 0 )  = Avg (r) = (i - t ) rh (i, j)/Sum (j) 
var 0 )  ' VY (r) [i - 1 - Avg (j)12 rh (i, j)/Sum (j) 
b. Image Segment Blending-It has been previously mentioned that each scene is divided into 
several segments. When newing the displayed imagery, there should be no evident radiance 
level discontinuities between segments (i.e., the imagery should blend evenly with those of 
the adjacent image segments). To blend the imagery from adjacent image segments, each 
segment is divided into subsegrnents, and lookup tables for these subsegrnents are corn- 
puted by interpolating the gains and offsets between image segments. The interpolation 
uses a weighted average of the segment gains and biases to  compute gains and biases for the 
boundary subsegnents. An example of interpolating gain and bias in the case of three sub- 
segments per processing segment is shown in Figure 5-3. 
5.3 DETECTOR GAIN AND OFFSET UPDATE 
For any given band, the gains and offsets of detectors can have too much of  a spread between them. 
4 method is then needed to adjust the calibration equations to achieve reduced striping. The 
method used introdl~ces multiplicative and additive modifiers (M and A) in the equation for the cor- 
rected digital value derived in subsection 4.2. In subsection 4.2. the corrected digital value has been 
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when $ and a' are gain and offset, and Vo is the uncorrected digital value. Vmlx = 137. The 
modifiers M and A aie introduced in the foregoing equation to make it read as 
To find M and A, a detector's mean radiance (over a flat radiance region) is plotted agairist the 
band mean radiance for several radiance levels. Linear regression yields a slope p and an offset 
a for each detector mean radiance (%),,, as a function of the band mem raaiance (vc 
The goal is to have the detectors in the band calibrated so that they all yield the band mean value 
when exposed to a flat radiance level. Therefore, the adjusted radiance, (T,);,, , is  given by 
(Vc bet- a (Pc)d.. a 
c , t  = iy),,, = - . - -  
lJ b' P 
Comparing this equation with equation (5-14), it can be seen that 
The calculated values of M and A are stored in a file. By using these modifiers, the corrected 
digital count for each detector is (v,);,,. If, at a later time, significant striping occurs, then the 
M and A for the detector wiil have to be updated by iterating thu: above procedure. For this 
second time, (0,$,, acts as the old (before correction by W and A )  (vc)det. and it can be written 
for the second iteration 
where g' and a' arq the new slope and off,et. p' and cv.' can again be determined by regression 
anal:,ris'b before, and the updated M' and A' can be shown to be 
In generzl, it can be shown that for subsequent iterations 
This update is intended as a long-term improvement. In contrst ,  scene content correcti+.r relates 
only to a specific scene segmont. Resumably updating M and A will remove detector res2onse 
changes before the scene content correction. 
5.4 Rmax AND 9,, UPDATE 
-- 
The modifiers M and A can also be used to update the values of Rmax and Rm, discussed in sub- 
section 4.2, equation (4 -1  2). Using modifiers M and A, the corrected digital value has been 
shown to be 
V . 
max v: = - (Vo -a ' )  - A 
M 6' 
If Raax  and RL* are the adjusted cutoff vaiues of the radiance<, then analogous to equation 
(4-1 2) can be written 
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I t  should t e  noted that Vo is the uncorrected digital count and 0 and n a r c  the uncorrected gain 
and offset. Substituting tllese in equation (5-1 9) yields 
Now 
Substituting for a and fl from this equation in equation (5-20) yields 
Comparing with equation (5-13). it c3n be written 
Knowing M and A, RtmaX arid R', can now be solved. This process cat1 hc itcr:itcd just as XI  
and ,.\ arc u p d ~ t a d  thmugn an i t ~ r ~ t ~ v c  p~o ess.  
SECTION 6 
LANDSAT-4 IMAGE PROCESSING DATA 
6.1 IMAGE PROCESSING PARAMETER FILES 
Data to be discussed in this section include.al1 parameters used in the MSS Image Processing Sys- 
tem (MIPS) and carried in either long- or short-term files. Some of these data are unique to the 
radiometric response of the sensor. Others are required to gain a more complete understanding 
of the total MSS image processing scheme used by the Landsat-4 ground data production system. 
6.2 SHORT-TERM PARAhiETER FILE 
The fmt data set is labeled "Active Detector Status." These data (refer to Table 6-1 ) carry the 
nominal calibration values used for MSS radiometry for each sensor. Furthermore, data have 
been presented for each mode of sensor operation using both the primary calibration lamp 
(lamp A) and the secondary lamp (lamp B). 
Reference to the table can best be illustrated by example. The top rcw of the table contains six 
nominal calibration data values for each detector of band 1 when used in the high-gain, linear 
mode of operation while viewing lamp A. It should be noted, for example, that the numbers can 
be rearranged as follows: 
Detector 1 42 40 3 8 .3 5 2 2 
Detector 2 42 39 3 8 3 5 2 2 
Detector 3 43 41 3 9 37 2 3 -
Detector 4 43 41 3 8 3 6 7 - 2 
Detector 5 41 39 3 '7 33 7 - - 1
Detector 6 42 40 38 36 2 2 
During radiometric data processing, these tables are referenced. When processing band-1 data in 
the high-gain, linear mode, the six dynamic calibration vaiues acquired for each of the 6rst band's 
detectors are compared against this table. If, for example. band 1 sensor 1 has a dynamic calibn- 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the system wittfdef$ult to the nominal value. Using data in this table, the riorninal response for 
every mode of sensor operation can be applied during routine MSS data processing operations. 
6.3 CALIBRATION MODIFIERS 
As the system ages, it is expected that some degradation in apparent sensor respouse will occur. 
This can be due either to sensor electronics, variati~n in output from the calibraticn lamp, or a 
combination of factors of this type. The result can be a pronounced video striping effect. Rather 
than recalibrating with mathematical procedures developed for prelaunch data, NASA has deter- 
mined, using Landsats 1,2,  and 3, that calibration modifiers for both gain and offset parameters 
can be derived that significantly reduce visual striping. Before launch, the following relationship 
is used : 
where 
M =  1 
A =  0 
[Vj = output digital level 
Vo = sensor voltage 
/3' = sensor gain factor 
a' = sensor offset factor 
Postlaunch studies generate new values of M and A to minimize striping effects. Data of this type 
are carried in a dated file. The information presented as Table 6-2 was current as of January 25, 
1983. At that time, values for M and A in the high-gain mode of operation were not available. 

-l 
Table 6-3 contains the next data set in the sequence carried in the short-term parameter file. For 
ease of presentation, these MSS Archive Geceration (MAG) records have been merged into a 
single table. This data set is self-explanatory. Throughout the tab!e, the following acronyms 
















Error Correction Count 
Control Point Neighborhood 
Control Point 
Radiometric Lookup Table 
Radiometric Correction 
Cubic Convolution 
Control Point Library Build 
Geodetic Control Point 
MSS Attitude Correction System 
Vertical Resampling 
Space Oblique Mercator 




6.4 LONGTERM PARAMETER FILE 
The long-term parameter file containr five unique records. Table 6 4  contains MIPS parameters 
relating lo repeat performance and data processing required for day-to-day image generation. 
Table 5-5 contains decompression tables for radiometry for bands 1, 2. and 3. 'Jaing band I as 
an example, Table 6-6 has been constructed from Table 6-5 to illustmte how t h ~  64 multiplexer 
(mux) levels transmitted to the ground stations are expanded to produce data on the 0 to 1'7 
scale. 
Table 6-3 
MIPS Parameters Record 
* * * * 4  WAG PARAWCTERS WCCORO # t * * W  
-- w ~ o ~ w ~ . ~ . ~ . , w ~ ~ ~ o ~ L . ~ ~ ~ o ~ . ~ ~ ~ . ~ . ~ . ~ . o o . o o ~ ~ ~  
trca nEcawor MAG-V3# l )  
1CCE:rY ECC I~'.!~~'s~~OI.O 
OUTPUT ECC i!lH63lltl:.O 
IHC)  S T  M I  HIIW P k A P r  b' l1CII  l.flSS TllRESHoLO 
I t I C t S T  PI t $ S l  NG S U t K f  TllRrBllOl.0 
MAXI);~!C s l I n z T t t t l i C r ,  ~ ~ t t t : s  PER SCCHC 
TI&& I H T t R V h L  TO COLLECT ECC COUtlTS 
cPn Lrnr SIZE 
CPY P I X E L  S I Z E  
a A x l n u a  SII~SITUTEO LINES I W  CPN 
CPN CLOUO CGVEA L3,lKn RtaO1h"CL ?ERCEITAGL 
CPH cmun c n v c R  u v - 5 ~  a.\u!k!tcL P 3 9 C t ~ t A c E  
CP cnna. PEA& IIE:C~IT t o  I:EA* aCr*.?rawcr C a r r r R r A  
C? CORR. SEC. 8 C h S  I t C l G l l T  ACCEYTAHCY CUITSR!A 
rp cnrr. SIIOPI XYI. I . ~ C A T I ~ W  ACC*:PTA~IC): C ~ I T F H  V A  
CP CnRR. k t  EDGE OF CPH hCCZPTL?;Ct C R I T E R I A  
CP OUICK REG. CP CCilTERCD I f J  CPN C R I T E R I A  
CP P E C F I t r T R  UUTLXER C R l l P R I A  
t f  bTRR 0UTf.f LR CR ITSRIA 
RLUT s m n t * t s  PER S C L ~ E  
RLUT SlIRSOC1404TS PER ZCB#L 
R/C I I ~ S T O C ~ ~ W  SWEEP sues ,swt . t  R A T I O  
R/C l l IST6GRkU PIXEL SUbSA!!PLE R A Z l O  
I A X I W U I I  KUXOER O F  CAL KEDGE SVtSt1TUT:OHS 
I O f  SWtCPS TO INGEST TO kCCOUJT f O l  PCS ERROR 
RAXIPUI( ALLOW4PLE L I M E  IaEUGTH ERROR 
H l C H  illRES1.D1.0 7CR CC ESHAn. hI,CO.. DAnO 1 
LOY Tir i lESilOLU f0.1 CC CI:I!CN. :.l.CO BAWD 1 
H I C H  I'HilESI:OLD FOR CC ZHl l iL .  ALCG ".\NO 2 
LUW TH!IF.SIIlILD FOR CC CfilIAtI. ALGO.. . 2 
H f G l l  TItCES1!OLD "09 CC c:::ihU. r\IAO.* BAWO 3 
LOU ttIRESlIfl:~D FCI! CC 51:HAll. ALCO., B I N D  3 
HXGll THRESIICI~U FOB CC EZHAlio ALCO.6 OANO 4 
LOW ti!R*SHOLD FOR CC EtJKAtI. ALGO.. BANO 4 
HIGH Tf1RbS;:Oi.D FOR CC CALC. XLC3.. BANO 1 
I.011 PHRES!iOLO FeR CC CALC. AlrCJ.. 8 A H O  1 
HIGH THRCSI~OLJ ron  cc CZLC. r t c o . ,  a ~ c o  2 
LOW THRESilULD t o 2  CC C:LC. Al,CO., BAUD 2 
HIGH 9:IRE5Io(1LD FOR CC CALC. ALC3.. 011.10 3 
LOU ~ I ~ O L S I ~ O L ~  TOR cc CALC. atco. .  ~AIID 3 
H I C I I  TIlRESlInLD TOR CC CLLC. ILCO.. BAN0 4 
I.OW ;II:~ESHDLO FOR cc c r L c .  r t c o . .  erno 4 
HIGH TIIRESIIOLO FOR f C  REJECTION 
x v h t z f r g c r  07 CP O f s L a c ~ T t o n  
T VAAXAIICE OF CP O ~ s t a c A t x o n  
( 1 C D  RECORD1 WAC-PAR21 
ICASUREPEHT OF NOISE MATRIX FLCREHT 1 
ICASIIRCNEKT O f  IJOXSC WLTEXX 5 L E ) l t l t  2 
H XCH TltI1ESIlOL3 FOR COCt E!!?~&.~CI:EI'T. Bhno 1 
LOW THCLSli01.3 r O R  EZGZ LII l !A1ic'~;~!~T. 3Af iD 1 
HfCIt TttRCS!lOI.D FO?CEGG Cll~i&:ICt:t:Hi. 9AND 2 
LOW TliRESlIlII.0 FOR EDGE EIlWCt!C~lEiIT. BANO 2 
I l I C I l  71IRELIIOLII TOR EDGE EII lJhfICn~'NT. $AND 1 
LOW THhE3:1IlL3 FO!? EDCE EI!t:AUCt?SllT, 8 4 1 0  1 
nxcn i r t9es t la r .n  ron ELK: Enn,\ttct;r:cT. B A R O  4 
LOW THRESliOLO BOI\ CVCC CllNANCIl6tlT. B k r o  4 
LOU 'ttlItL'SlIO1.0 PUn C l l t P  L NLrICIfC9ifllCOO CUIIR. 
l.au THRF.OIIII.D MOM-SUOS. REAL POINTS rn  cnna. 
8 Y n l t l H I  VLRIAHCE D ?XTCII 
4 P R t O U I  VIR1At:CE flC YAY 
A P I I O R I  Vbl ' lAf!CE O f  ROLL 
RAOI &I, o r S ; ~ L A c t n E n r  
P1TCI4 RATE 
aoLL RAfe 
' a  
2 
40 1 
l o o  
2 4 0 0  
o . s o o o o o o C t a l  
1 2 0  
12m 
0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 F * o 0  
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ t t 0 0  
0 . 3 0 0 0 U b P 6 * O I  
0 . 7 0 0 0 0 0 1 T * O l  
n. s o n o n o o r .  ran;  
0.7280000E-03  
0 . 7 2 8 0 0 0 0 ~ ~ 0 3  
1 0 0  
16 
1 0 0  
I 2  
1 0 0  
3 
1 0 0  
1 
o . l o o o o o o r + o t  
0 .0000C00htOO 
0 .260000nF-05  
o.tooooaoc-os 
o . t z o c o n o e - o s  
o . !ooooooe-or  
0 .100C069E-11  
0.  LOOOOOOE- 1 1  
P I X E L S  
P I X  E1.S 
GIGMA 
LLi 'ELS 









QUAIIUI(  LEVE1.d 
OUANfUW LCVELS 




OUAlfTLlM L L V 6 L S  
PULNTUW LEVELS 
ORIGINAL P A a  * 
OFPOORQ U ALm 
Table 6-3 (Continued) 
* t t ? *  CPt.0 PARAMCTtGS k C C I l l t n  *I*** 
* + ~ ~ . C ~ ~ ~ ~ - o . - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ w w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o o o o o o ~ ~ o o o  
( I C O  I t l : C n I o t  CPl.nI'ARr 1 
CI' I.IIJY s t z r  
~ P I I  I ' ILCI .  JlZF 
C P  1.tt4,: S I Z E  
C P  I'IXC'L tlt': 
CP r u~n:; ~::.I.:PIc ACC~:PT~NS: c1 :?%-:A 
C p  I.l'.4h I lb!CltT ACC1:l'thttCE Cn!TE!t:.\ 
Cp Ft.AK l I E l ( ; ~ l t  ACCFPTAYCF: CU I T E R I A  
C F  I)t:VlAT:ON A C C S O f l t l C C  C l l L T E n  l A  
CQ CrlRR. .C.U:+CCCC C C E Y  LTUI:C ACCE?T~IJCE CRITERIA 
CP s u c p r x r ~  L n c . t r l n n  .ICCEPTAHCC CHITERIA 
C I L ~ E H  nurt.l:R c n ~ r r : t r r  
YURlrFR Of GC1'3 I lTUUIt4CO TO 6L'NhRATC SCPS 
CCO O U b L l i  t ACC~:;"~I!!CL C R I T C R I A  
O l C l T l Z L R  CONSfSfZECY C n t f C R l A  
VAW1AI:CE OF CP O I S t O C I t l O H  I b  J . 
VARIACCC Ob C b  01;LOCATlOJ I N  t 
)r6b6111tt'llCNl' OF B O I S E  M A T R  11 El.C!qCNT I 
RCASUHENLIIT OC Wl11St N A t R l X  t L C Y E N T  1 
A PRIOWI v r n i r t : c t  o r  YITCI~ 
A P R I O R 1  7*RIS:;Ct' Of YAY 
A P R I n N l  V A R f A N C t  O r  ROLL  
RAOr Al. D IS?LACtMCHf  
P l t C I l  RAYC 
ROLL RATE 
* a * * *  FEPC PARAMETERS RECORD ? * I * *  
~.~.o~~-~o.o~.---o--~o~o-.~~o.o~~~.oo-oo~~~~~ 
r ICD P c c n t t n :  P r m p r n a )  
S I Z E  OC X ARSIEPtl : ;C OUCPER 
8 l Z t  llr Y RtSA;4PLING BUFCER 
r a t * *  J/C AND I t t s t R u n C n t  RECORD r e * * *  
*oo~o~-~-.ooo--w--o~~oo~.--oo*~o~~o.~~o.~oo,, 
c I C O  CECOUOI S / C L I l J S l )  
YORI l lA l .  P f i C l l  
NOMI KAL  RObL 
YOWIkAL  YAY 
r r t c n  ALIC::I:ENT 
P n L L  ALICZHENT 
TAN AI.1 Ct:llE:4T 
LACS P l T C N  ALIGKMEMT 
I A C S  ROLL ALtCUMC9T 
WACS TAU ALICl!MEflT 
t OC I ntNCI INaRKS t O U T P ? ) i  SPACE OR VRS) 
I nr T P E N C H M ~ R K S  ~ O U T P U ~  SPACE OR V R S )  
X DEUCH;4tSRK S P I C l C G  (OUTPUT SPACE OR VRS) 
1 nCNCH*.tRI SQ+CIPG IOUTPUT SPACE OR VRS) 
SCALE CACTOR FOR SO* 
SChLC FACTOR F O 2  UTU 
8CALC FACTOR r O R  PS 
IIALF F R A M E  t i n t  
TIME TO I l I O S C n N  
lOWCl lT OC I t J E H T I A  O f  MIRROR 
r o n s ~ o : : s t ,  c y x s t r t I r  o~ N I R R ~ R  
RSS RAND S t P 4 M l T t O K  IC .qHO 1 )  
nss n r t ~ n  sco:ldrrrolJ t c ~ a o  2 )  
W S ~ ,  nrl:n SI:P;ALTIO~I ( n ~ r 1 0  11 
WSS n h L O  SFF&aAT1UN ( B A N 0  0 
WOMIlJAl~ S I C  VELOCITY 
N O b l  NAL CROUNO V t L O C l T Y  
P I X E L S  
P I X E L S  
NSCCS 
MSECS 
I I I ~ L ~ * S F C * * ~  
l t I @ l , U / t ~ A r 3  
P!XLLS 
P I  :EL:l 
P I X E L S  
P IYCI .3  
rn/sr:cs 
n n / G E c s  
t I C D  RECn l tO l  3 / C C l K S 2 )  
6 OF II~PIJT PIXEI.S .s::rdrr~ AI,OI:C SCII~ ~CICIIMARUS O. r ) i o c q o n r + o z  PIXELS 
I OF I l4Pl lT  L I N K S  nfT\:Cb:N Al.IlVG T G A C K  Ot !JCI I I IA I l IS  ~ . 4 0 0 0 0 0 O C * O ~  LIPIET. 
t O r  OIITPOT P I X E L S  RrTijrrU X pt'urI!:)14cxS 0 . 5 @ 0 0 0 0 0 C ~ 0 1  P f  l l . L S  
@ nr  O?ri l . l lT I . t N r s  R+.T'rCGN V Y W ?  IC:; UCNCItWARUS O , ? u n 0 0 9 b v * 0 7  L.XHES 
OII~I'IIT r~ ICL ~ t z t  0 . 5 7 n o c o n ~ - o t  u 9  
A C T I V F  s r r n  T I M F  n. 13 ~ o o c ~ o r  - n  \ SC:CIINIIS 
ORIQN" PAGE 1s 
OF POOR Q U ~  
Table 6-3 (Continued) 
~ ( ) @ [ n A t  T:UU n c ~ w t r ~  b u r r r  STARTS 0 . 7 1 4 ? n o n ~ - o t  SECOIII)S 
L(II]SCAN 1  hf l l IT  P I  XCI* VAI.IIC 0 .16205110 t : t04  
fi 011ttnr 11 F!ST.I.: TO f . : : t~  ur I N A C E  f R ~ r ( f 2  0 . 0 0 o 0 9 0 ~ ~ t o o  P ~ X , U I . ~  
O~~TI~IIT PIXEL I , I I Y ~ ~ U  FOR UIGIIT OC, n ~ a  o . ! s t e o f i n t : t o ~  r t x t ~ s  
1n l .u~  P I X I - 1 .  LUC. nr rut' r.;ft ~ v r m 1 . r ~  M A R K S  - o . ~ o o ~ ? ~ o E ~ o ~  
IN~IIT P ~ I E L  LIC. OF 714': *'C)lt OVUIILAC #AIMS O 2 ~ ? 6 U 0 ~ ~ O : : + 0 4  
1 ~ p l l ~  I.ltiL: )IIIMRCR OF ~ u n 1 : I :  IIuCRI..AP ttAIIKS 0 . 2 ~ 9 1 0 0 0 E * 0 4  
~ w p t ~ y  1,1r1r: ri~8rtri:u 0 8  u ~ r f a  out:nt,rp NAUUS 0 . 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 ~ t 0 1  
( o r  OUTPIIT I.II;~S ~ n n v c  TIIL IMAGL FRIWC O . O O O O ~ O O C ~ O O  LINCS 
I or  LAST 1 . 1 ~ : :  nr  F R A * E  0 . 1 9 8 ) 0 0 0 6 r 0 4  
M A X ~ M U M  AHSOLUTr: VA'aUt flC HR5 J O I f * E R C I C E  Q . ~ 2 O O O E ~ C t 6 0  
M A X ~ M I I M  AIISO1,UTC V I L I O  UF MHS- I  O[fFCRZ?:CL 0 .110006OCtOY 
MLXINIIN AP.TOI.I~TC YLI.IIE o r  VRS-T OI~FLRC~ICC O . ~ C O E O O O ~ : ~ O O  
WAIJ~IM ~u.:nLu;L: VALUE nr vns-x o ~ t r c r r t ; c &  0 . 1 1 0 0 9 0 0 ~ - 0 1  
M ~ A N  'IAI.IIE OF 113s J o r r r r n t ~ c t  a . 4 a o 0 0 0 0 ~ ~ o i  
R&AH ? A L l l t  fir 1145 X O l r ? t R C N C t  e . 6 O O 0 0 0 0 t t 0 2  
MEAN VALUC o r  IRS Y D I T ~ C R E H ~ S  o . ~ o o o o a ~ t t o ~  
#CAN VALUC O F  VRS X n l F F C R h N C C  0 . 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 E ? O 2  
C O O f i n l t l A t E  o f  SCCNC C ~ ! ~ T C R  t~ HRS CRIO 0 . 3 0 5 5 0 0 n ~ t 0 2  
C I ~ ~ R U I ~ ~ A T ~ :  OF 3CC:IE ct l : rrn ~ t t  vns cnro 0 . f 2 1 n o o o ~ t o ~  
TINE O T T I ~ T . = N  PIXCLS o . ~ ~ s e o o ~ r - o s  SCCO:LOC 
T I U E  ~ L T u E P N  S I C  LPHEXCRlS  P O I N T S  0 . 2 0 4 8 0 0 0 t ~ t 0 1  S C C P ~ ~ ~ S  
TILE ~ C T W E E U  SIC A T T r T u O h  P o ~ ~ ~ T s  0 . S 1 2 0 0 0 0 ~ ~ 0 0  s c c u n u 6  
10. w S Y E t F S  P R l O I  TO SC. CtNIZR I t 4  U S L F l l L  OAfA I C 4  
YO)III!~L S C h I  LXNC AT SCENE CtlTYR t Y 1 O I R L I l ~ O l  0 . 1 2 0 3 5 0 0 L + 0 4  
t r c n  u r c o n o r  S/CLSENS) 
ROMINAL P I X E L $  PER l H P V T  L I  5240 
( QC I U P I I T  I.IWC; IN ? l R T l L I . L Y  FRCCLSSEO I U A G C  2 4 0 0  
I 0 # 1 r l L  SCALE O I  SVPUT I N T L R - P I X E L  31:isCCE 0 . S 1 6 0 0 0 0 L ~ O f  
UOt4IRAL SCLIOC 5? :''PUT I l ! T Z R - L I C C  DLSThPCE O . S 2 ? 0 0 0 0 E + O l  
8 O F  ~ ? x C ~ s / o u T i * t ~ T  L1':r T;T f U ! . L I  PCOCCSSCD IMAGE 3340  
8 Of L l N C S  PER F V I . L I  PSOCESSFD I U A G 5  29Ul 
S C l L c  O f  PULL;' P'CCLSSED ; l !TCR-PIXEL O I S T A M C t  0 . S 7 0 0 0 0 0 C t O 2  
SCILf.  OF f U L L I  P C O C L Z S 7 J  I H T L k - b l l ! t :  Of SThlCE 0. J lCOO(\O~: tOX 
N O N I N L L  S Y A C C C Q l ~ i  kL?I?U@t 0 . 1 0 5 1 0 0 0 E t 0 6  
t lOY lHRL 1':I'llT SYATI I  I:IUTH 1 1 5 0 0 0  
I S S  lTlf iK<lR ZOOCL C O C F ~ X C I C Y T  A0 0 . 1 3 1 3 9 0 0 f t S O  
n s l  ~ : r . a O n  tlOCTL C O t f t T C I t l d T  A l  0 . 1 7 4 9 9 0 3 C * 0 7  
k5S # i l U E n N  UUOEL COS7'iiC:CHT A2 - o . l b I 5 O C O C t ~ ' 2  
RSL Nlf i ! tOR '103ZL C O Z f  I C I C l t T  A 1  0 . ~ ~ S C 0 0 0 C - Q l  
lt;S NAXIHUU MIRROR ANCLC @.1299COC~?OO 
S:&N S K t V  COI.'STAHT 0 . 1 3 S l J S O C - 0 2  
f lCC ~ 4 f T b E F v  S U C C f S S I 7 E  SVCCPS 0 . 1 3 4 2 0 0 0 E - 0 1  
T I M E  C Q R  bitlYC POCTION OC HIRRO* SWCLP Q . l l 3 O C ~ O E - O \  
SCM~-IIAJOR r ~ f s  UF LARTH r l n t .  S P t ! ~ l f u l o )  0 . b 1 7 8 3 8 O E c O I  
~E)II-MIEOR 4 1  L S  07 C A S T I ~  r l n t .  SPUC~OIO) 0 . 6 J S 6 9 1 1 E t 3 4  
C A l T I l  CURVhTllRE COMSTAWT - 0 . l i i ~ 3 1 5 C - 1 2  
P I X E L S  
LIMES 
MCTCRS 
rc tcns  
P I X E L S  
L1) l f .S 
METERS 
IETERS 
M C i Z i l 6  
M t i C R S  
OCD a r c n n o t  s s o a  
I S S  SARVl.I#G DEl .AIS TOR OCTL'CTnRS I Tl lRU ? C  ( P l X C L S )  I 
- O . ~ l ~ C $ Q ~ f * O 1  - 0 . 2 8 0 3 L S S E t O I  - 0 . ? 8 0 0 5 7 S b t O l  - f l . ? 9 6 0 3 O S E * O I  -0 .Z !J40?4SC*Ol  - 0 . ' 1 1 0 1 0 S F t 0 1  
.0.2720:05~+01 - 0 . a c o o o 6 5 t ~ o t  - o . ~ o n o s ? s c t a t  - 0 . 2 r s o ! n s z + o 1  - o . : u ~ n ; ~ s ~ - + o l  - o . ! ~ ; ~ I c T :  * * I  
r O . 2 7 : 0 C O ~ E t O l  - 0 . 2 H F O I A 5 C t O l  - 0 . 2 8 0 3 5 : 5 f t O I  - O . l ? S O J C S E + O l  - J . I P ~ ' O ? J S k + O (  -0.:1:01>:- ; 1  
-0 .272OBC$EtO l  - 0 . 2 a O U b b S E t O l  -0 . lA0057SC;tOt  - 0 . 2 Y b O j l v 5 E ? O I  - 0 . I U l O 2 4 S F t O l  -0.3\:010'.7131 
mas ar.kn TO narn o r r s c T  FOR MRNO z (RLL. TO 1 )  0 . 1 9 s o 0 1 o r t ~ 1  PISCLS 
ISS n r k o  r o  b 4 r o  of-r.7r.r r o R  a r M c  I (REL. TO I 1 o . l f 1 9 o P c o t : t o l  . u I x ~ l . s  
MSS nAN0 7 0  DAN0 OFTJET r O R  8 A Q r  4 tRZ5. TO ! )  O.SO4091CFtC l  P I X E L S  
Table 6 4  
Additional MIPS Pararne ten 
MIPS LONG TFRn PARAHETER F I L E  MIPI,PARUSIRL~OOS.AM 
1 3 - J A N - I 9 2 3  14112106.CO 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ t * * * * ~ * C * * * * C * * * C * * * * * * * C * * * ~ * * * * * * * ~ * * * ~ ~ * * l  
r c r s  wrrs LOI~GTERM PARAMETER RECORD LONGTER~SOOO 
LOOCTER14000 
I R * 4  CARTIt  ItOTATION BETYEEN ASCEtlDlNC NODES (ARC-MIN) 
1407.320 
. .:*4 ORB1 T RCPEAT CYCLE (DAY31 
16.00000 
l R e 4  ORCITS PER CYCLE 
213.0000 
I R * ~  S f i T e L L I t E  PERIOD (WIHU~ESI 
99.08412 
1RC4 I C C L I U A T I O H  OF ORBIT  (DEGREES) 
98.20000 
l n * 4  t c cca rn l c r t r  o r  EARTH ELIPSOSD 
~ r 1 9 9 2 0 0 0 E ~ 0 2  
I R F ~  ORBIT RADIUS t n e t u t s )  
7083465.  
I R * 4  I.OHCITUDE O f  ASCENDING NODE PRIOR TO PATH 1 
127.1605 
l C s 2  TYPE O F  SIIPEROID 
.64 
IRt4 EARTH RADIUS AT EOULTOR (KKS) 
637a.3ee 
l R * 4  YRS SPACICC AT THC EQUATOR (DECRCES) 
1.535064 
l S ) 4  WUtiBtA OF PATHS I N  Tl4E WRS 
2 3 3  
I I * 4  NUMUER OF ROWS I N  THC NRS 
248  
l 1 * 4  NUHnER OF ROY9 I N  THE DELTA EPHEMERIS 
16 
l I * 4  NUCOER OF COLUMNS t H  THC DELTA E?HtMERSS 
s 
I I e 4  NUMBER O F  ROWS I N  THC DELTA ATTITUDE 
6 4  
II*~ NUMUCR OF coLuWns IN THE DELTA ATTITUDE 
3 
I R V 4  MlDO:.E L I F E  WUMDCR OF I l i P U T  NOMINAL SCENE 
1203,500 
1RC4 M lDDLe  P I X E L  NUMRER OF INPUT NOMIMAL SCENE 
1620.500 
l I I 4  NUNRER OF COLUMNS Ill THE HRS 
6 1 
l I C 4  NUsnER O F  ROWS I N  T l l f  l lRS 
5 1 
I I q 4  HUMUER O F  COLUMNS I N  T l lE  VRS 
6 1 
1 1 * 4  NUROCR O t  ROWS I N  THC VRS 
4 4 
ORIPrNAC PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Table 6-5 
Decompression Tables for Bands 1 ,  2, and 3 
DETINORC4000 
II*4  NOflIl4AL CAL WEDGE WIHDOU SIZE 
6 
II*4 D L C O ~ P R F S J I O N  TABLCS FOR BAP7S 1 kHD 3. 64  VkLUES 
0 1 2 3 
5 6 7 
$ 1  12 13 
18 10 2 1 
27 29 3 1 
3 8 40 4 2 
5 0 52 S 4 
6 5 6 7 7 0  
82 05 88 
9 9 102 105 
117 120 123 
I I * 4  DECONPItESSION TkBLZ  FOR BAND 2. 
0 1 2 
S 6 7 
11  12 13 
18 19 2 1 
1 7  2 9 3 1 
38 4 0 4 1 
49 5 1 54  
64 6 7  70 
8 1 8 4 8 7 
9 9 102 105 
117 120 123 
Table 6-6 







































































































































ORlQlWAC CAM H 
OF POOR QUALITY 
The third record of importance (Trble 6-7) is the set of C, and D, values calculated using pre- 
launch data. These values are presented for each sensor in each mod >f operation. The sequerlce 
of values for each calibration lamp source follows the same pattern given in Table 6-1, in which 
the calibration response has been presented in terms of digital counts. This set of C,, Di is used 
to calculate sensor gain and offset in terms of radiance and calibration wedge digital response. 
These data are presented in Tables 6-7,6-8,6-9, and 6-10. The fourth record contdns calibration 
wedge offsets for each sensor in the high- and low-gain modes of operation. These data presented 
in Tables 6-1 1 and 6-1 2 can be correlated directly with calibration wedge response. Therefore, the 
following applies for sensor 1, band 1, and high gail~: 
Word 460 470 480 490 910 320 
Calibration 
42 40 38 3 5 2 Response - 
where ;he calibration response refers tc  the calibration wedgt describe4 in Table 6-1. 
Finally, Table 5-13 contains data used in image generation relating to tic-mark placement and 
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T3 ble 6- 1 1 
Calibration Wedge Offsets for the Prime Lamp 
HfCH C I S *  C h t  YtUCE OFFSETS TOR S I X  CAL )EDCC VAI.UCS 
OETTC;OR I CAL wgoca o r r t e t s i  
D E I t C t O R  2 CAL WEDGX O f T S & T S t  
QCZECTOR 3 C h L  NEDCt  O f F S E t S t  
P C T t C t D R  4 CAb YLCGE OFFSFTSI 
D C t L C t t l R  5 C l t  UKOCC OCFSETSI 
O E f C C T n l  6 C t L  WEDtP O F T S C t 3 1  
O L T ~ C T O R  1  C&.L UCOGE u r f s c r s t  
D E T L C T ~ ~ R  0 CLL ~ ~ C D G E  O F r S t T S r  
C ~ E C T O R  9 CAL UEOGE n?rsctst  
DETCCTOR 10 "Ib UCOGE O F F 6 C T S l  
DEtECTnR I 1  CAL YCOGE O F C S E t S t  
DETtCTOP 12 CAL WC3CE OFFSCTSt 
DEtECtOR 13 CAL Y E D C t  O C ' r S t T S t  
DETLCfOR 14 CAb YCVGE G F T S E f S 8  
DPTCCTOR 15 C h b  GFOCE OFfSLfSt 
DCTECTOn 16 CAb L'EDGE OFF SETS: 
D L T t C t O R  17 CAb WE9CE Qf t 'ZBTS1 
DCTECfbR 10 CAL UCDCE OFfSStS:  
D L t f C T O R  19 CAL WEDGE OFfSEISI 
DETECTOR 20  CAL b'E3CC O t F S E T 3 1  
DfTECTOR 21 CAL ULDCC OFFSETS: 
DETECTOR ?2  Chtr U f Z ) C t  OFFSETS1 
o c T c c T c l n  23 CAL YCDGE OFPSETS: 
DETECYOR 24 CAL b'EDCE OFFSETS1 
1.nU C A I N  Chb YEOCE OFFSETS FOR 
D t t L C T O n  
DET t C S 0 l  
DETECTQR 
D C T f  CTOR 
DETECT On 
DkTCCIO,? 









D t T t C T O R  
DCtEC7flR 
OETCCTO1 






1 CIL W E P C ~  nr lscts:  
2 CLb VEDGC UFFSZtJa 
3 Chb WEDGE Of "TETS8 
4 Cab UECGL OFFSFTSL 
5 C I L  YCDSE OtFSCTSt 
G CAL utocr P X S E T S ~  
1 C h t  UEDCE OFF S t t S 8  
8  C I L  UEDCE 0:FECTSt 
9 C L I  UEOGE 0;'FtCfSX 
10 Ci l ,  WCDGZ OFFSYTSI  
11 ChC WXDGE a P f Z E T S 8  
I 2  CAL UEDCE OF'FJETCI 
13 CAL UEOCC O F F S C f S 1  
I 4  CAI, KEDGE O T f S E i S I  
I 5  CAL Wt9CE 0 F r S E t s 1  
(6 CAL WEDCE OTFSETSt 
17 t t L  UEDCS O r T S E t S t  
10  CAI, WCPCE Q:'FSBTSl 
1 9  CAL Y ~ D G ~  OTCSEtS: 
20 C & L  VEDCE O r F S f T J t  
21 CAL t ! K U G t  O F F S t T S t  
22 CAL bCOCZ OYFCET31 
1) CAf, Yt'DCE UFTSEi 'S I  
74 CAL bEDCE O f f S E T b l  
8lX CAL UCDCE VALUES 
2JO 240 250 000 
2 4  244 2 5 4  804  
237 241 2 5 7  007 
242 252 163  912 
145 I S 5  265 O f 5  
249 259 269 819  
3 3  341 351 l!67 
340 350 360 810 
3 4 4  3 S 4  364 Y 1 4  
348 330 166 878 
351 6 7 2  8 8 2  
356 366 376 986 
315 305  395 8 1 5  
319 389 399 9 7 9  
303 393 403 Y B J  
187 391 407 851 
190 400  410 990 
394 404 414 894 
2 3 9  149 719  
331  3  5 7 4 1  
7  3 4 7  1 5 7  747  
341 351 161  7 5 1  
345 355 3 6 5  155 
349 3 9  309 1 5 9  
a o 
614 







0 6 9 
6 Y 2  
I Y C  
G D S  




90 4  
7 4 9  
1Si 




Table 6-1 2 
Calibration Wedge Offsets for the RtJundant Lamp 
. I 
. . 
LA#Q 0 fREDUHDAtdt1 CAL UCVCE OPrSETS 
~ I I C W  GAIN CAL wEnCr O F S S E ~ S  FOR s t x  CAL wt:nr:t VALUES 
DETECTOR 1 C I L  UEOCL OFFSETSI 
DCTF.CTflR 2 C I L  UEDCE O f f Z E T S t  
DETECTOR 3 C I L  UfDCE OTFSETSt 
OEttCTQH 4 CAL. NEDGE OFi'ZCTSt 
DETECTOR 5 CLL WEDGE OFFSETS1 
CE'ECTOR 6 CKL WEDGE O F F S C i S t  
DE1E:CTOR 7 Chlr WCDCE OFFSETS! 
DETECTOR 8 CAL WtDCE 05F5E3S:  
DETLCTOR 9 CAL KEDGE OCFSETSI 
CETECTOR 10 CLL HEDGE OFi'Sr' iS: 
DETFCTOR 1 1  cnt  v e o c E  o r r se rs r  
DETECTOR I2 CAL UEDCE O F F I C T S l  
DETECTOR 13 C I L  HEDGE OFFSETS8 
DETECTOR 14 ChL WEDSE OFFSETS: 
DETECTOR 15 CAL UEDCC OFFSETS1 
DCfECTQR '16 CAI, WEPGF OFFSETS: 
DETCCTOR 17 CAL t iCt<E OFFSETS: 
DCTECTCR 10 CAL UEDCE OFPSGTSI 
OETECTOR 19 CAI. WEDGE o F F s c P s a  
DETECTOR 20 C h L  UEDGZ OFFSETS: 
DETECTOR 21 CLL WEDGE OFFSETS: 
DCTCC?OfI 2Z C.'t UEDGE O F F S E l S t  
DETFCTOR 23 C k L  UEDCE OFFSETS1 
DETECTOR 24 CLL CEDCE O 7 f S E i S l  
LOU G A I N  C A t  CEDCE OFFSETS TOR S I X  CAL UEDCE VtLUCS 
OETECTOR 1 CbL WEDGE OFFSETS1 220 210 240 250 8 0 0  0 1 0  
DCTECTOR 2 .  CAL UEDCE O F f S E Z n l  224 234 2 4 4  2St 8 0 4  814 
DETECTOR 3 ChL I:€DCE OTFSCTSI 227 237 247 257 807 617 
DETPCfOR 4 CLL I;tZDCC: OFf,'ETSt 231 241 2 5 1  261 811 Q2i 
DETECTOR 5 C I L  KC9GE O F F S C i S I  i ? 5  2 4 5  255 265 015 025 
DCTECiOR 6 C h L  WEDGE O 7 F b f T S l  239 249 259 269 819  829 
DETECTOR 7 CAb WEDGE OFFSETS: 327 337 347 3 5 7  6b7 C77 
DCTCCTOR 8 CLL WEDGE O f r S Z T S I  331 3 3 5 1  361 871 fie1 
DETECTOR 9 Ciht VEDGC n;t-szrst 334 344 354 364 b74 8 8 4  
DETECTOR 10 C k L  WEDGE CfFSETSt  338 3 4 8  358 360 8 1 8  C03 
DETCCTOR 11 C A ~  YCDGE O F F S C T S ~  2 352 3 6 2  372 ecz e y z  
DETECTOR 12 C h L  HEDGE OFFSETS1 3 6  356 366 376 C C b  0 9 6  
0EftX:iOR 13 CLL WEDGE O7PSU'iSI 366 376 386  396  876 8 9 6  
D L l  CTOR 14 C?.L WEDGE OFFSCTSI 370 300 390 400 0 8 0  8 5 3  
DETECTOR 15 Ct'b UEDCE OFFSETSI 373 30; 393 4 0  0 E 3  b 9  1 
DETECTUR 16 CXL VEDCE CbFSETSt 377 3 0 7  397 407 687 897 
DETLt fOR 17 CLL WEDGE OFFSETS1 101  341 401 4 1 1  C91 9 0 1  
DUiCCTOR 18 C A t  WEDGE OFFSETS$ 185 305 405 t / S  f l 9 5  9 0 5  
OETrCTDR 19 CA!, l!EDGE 11FfSi:TZ: 318 328 330  348 7)U 7 4 0  
DETFCTUR 20 CAL rEOGE UFFShTSr  322 3 3 2  342 352 742 I 5 2  
DCTCCTOR 21 C k l r  KEDGE O F i S K T S t  325 3 5  3 4 5  355 7 4 5  755 
DETECTOR 22 f C A L  U E X E  OFFSEPSt 329 339  349 359 749 759 
DEt tCTf lR 23 .CSL WEOCU O€F;ETSI 324 3 1 4  354 364 4 764 
DETECTOR 24 'CAL  WEDGE OFFSETS! 339  340 35J 368 7 5 0  768 
Table 6-1 3 
Geometric Image Tic-Mark and Annotation Parameters 
Carried in the Long-Term Record 
**~*~*~+*$**4****~**f*****C**eI*~*******b******?' 
lCtl2 PDLlR SfEREOCRhFHIC TXCXM&RK RECUHD KEY 
PSTCRHRt4OOO 
l n s 4  ItaftrzcKrht P S x E t  SIZE (METERS1 
57.00000 
I R I 4  VERTICIL PIXEL SXZ& (REtERS) 
57 .O@COQ 
l t * 4  7 X C K K h R 6  SCPhR4TICN ClCWS1 
so 
! S t 4  LCl~Grl l  OF HOZXZONTAL AHt!04&TIOil BLOCK <PIXELS] 
3 36 
I I * 4  LLHGTH OF VERTICAL ANKOfAiION BLOCK (LINES)  
620 
i 1 * 4  P1Xtt.S PER OUTPUT LICE CPSXELS) 
3548 
1492 
f R * 4  YlHDnW S I Z E  &ROUND 0.0 FOR P ( l . 1 )  AHU P ( L , Z I  
9.999994UC-03 
l R * 4  trI l f lOH S i Z E  &ROUND 0.9O.LBO.-90 [DEGUCfS) 
o . i ~ c s o a o  
